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not available for this variation. I wanna bypass it, cause I am missing most of the parts. I have a
black piece where two hoses are connected to it, but no cover or anything for it. I also don't
have any airbox or air cleaner or anything. Any ideas? Do you have the auto choke control box?
It is bolted onto the cylinder head and has 3 tube holes. Yeah, the control box is on it. I was
afraid to take it off because I thought it may expose the piston or something. I have never seen
anything like it. What you should do first is try to make it work before trying to get rid of it. I'm
also having problems with mine and I'm trying to fix it today. The black piece is called the
bystarter, and it gives air to the auto choke. The small tube on the bystarter, labeled 3, should
be connected to the auto choke plastic black port labeled 3. The other tube on the bystarter,
labeled 4, should be connected to the black plastic port on the carburetor, and I think it's also
labeled 4. Tube 2 is connected to the brass colored port on the carburetor and the middle
plastic port on the auto choke. Tube 1 is connected to the last port on the auto choke labeled 1
and it connects to the engine under the carburetor silver colored port , I think it's called the
intake pipe. I have an '81 NC50 and this is how it's set up for it, and I think it's the same for all of
the auto chokes for every model with it. Turn it on when you want to use the autochoke cold
mornings. Off when you don't. That would all be fine and dandy if I had the rest of the parts. I

am missing the entire air box and system like that, the bystarting is just hanging around by the
rear tire. My carb bowl has 2 holes in it so I have to patch those, the JB Weld is drying
overnight. I'll give a progress report on wether or not it start without the autochoke, but
considering its 95 degrees out here in NC on a daily basis, I think it will do fine. This moped is
making me lose my marbles, every time I fix something, I find another problem. You don't need
the airbox for right now. Connect the tubes the way I said use clear tubes for troubleshooting.
Try this to see if it will work, or you can ask fatrat how he bypassed it I don't know how. Keep
updating. Okay, well guys I finally got gas to the carb and without an airbox, she fired up
second kick. I don't need to worry about the autochoke now I guess. The carb flat valve isn't
shutting all the way for some reason, so it just keeps leaking out of the overflows. Yes you do
need to worry about the autochoke that is where your gas mix is coming from. If you bypass it,
take all the hoses off, take the bystarter and control box off and put plugs on the carb and
intake where ever the hoses went, run your gas line direct to the carb, assorted plug pack at
O"reillys. You may want to consider to take the oilpump off and run premix use an expandable
freeze plug for the case. Actually, it seems to start right up and run decent without the
autochoke even with this crappy carb that pisses everywhere. I'm just not gonna worry about it.
The oil pump runs directly to the carb and works fine, gas line runs directly to the carb and
works fine. Just cap the nipple on the intake and pull off all the other shit, black box and all.
Good luck getting it to start cold though. Not true. The choke does supply added fuel along wit
hextra air, but the carb is directly fed for it's main supply right from the petcock. The choke
does not feed the carb. Awesome video Jack.. I'm glad you got running like a Honda should
Want to post in this forum? We'd love to have you join the discussion, but first:. Login or Create
Account. New Topic Go to Topics. Jul 04, AM. I never ran the bike before so I don't know if it
would run like it is. Reply Quote. Jul 05, AM. Jul 05, PM. Jul 06, AM. I attached two pages from
the shop manual for the auto choke. Jul 06, PM. Jul 08, PM. Jul 09, PM. Jul 10, PM. Jun 05, PM.
Re: Honda Express auto choke bypass Ryan. Here's how I bypassed mine:. Jun 06, AM. Jun 06,
PM. SD is south dakota. Jun 08, PM. Tony, I'll make sure to give you a shout out on the next vid
thanks! We'd love to have you join the discussion, but first: Login or Create Account. There is
plenty of info here but not a lot of actual parts for sale. Honda mopeds and the parts for them
were only sold through Honda motorcycle dealerships. So the small shops that sold parts for
European mopeds never did have Honda parts in their inventories. For this reason, other than
some aftermarket things like brake shoes, spokes, tires, tubes, batteries, bulbs, petcocks, etc,
Myrons pretty much only has original Honda parts from a few stripped out used bikes. These
are condensed from the Honda Identification Guide Over cc models are excluded. Pure off road
and 3 or 4-wheeled models are also excluded. The pedal-assist models that U. The 4-stroke P50
and PC50 mopeds were only sold one or two years each, and are not as common in the US as
they were in Canada and Europe. The US motorcycle laws were not favorable to pedal-assist
mopeds motorized bicycles until Honda made many step-thru models that were like mopeds.
They had foot shift 3-speed 4-stroke engines, but no manual clutch. So they were easy and well
mannered compared with the roaring two strokes and bigger bikes. Honda revolutionized
transportation worldwide with the C70 step-thru motorcycle, and set a Guiness World Record
for the most motorcycles ever made of the same model. Ordinary poor people could go places
cheaply reliably and safely on a Honda. In the next few years after , for street bikes below cc,
Honda only made scooters. Scooters have a rear engine, and many things different from
mopeds. The only parts for 49cc scooters that Myrons might have are brake shoes, spark plugs,
batteries, mirrors, and other things, but not much else. In Honda came out with the Elite line of
four stroke scooters, with continuously variable automatic transmissions. Once again
forward-looking Honda revolutionized transportation. Before the Honda Elite there was no such
thing as a 4-stroke scooter. Twenty five years later, in , Chinese four-stroke scooters were as
common as motorcycles on American city streets. Honda ran magazine ads showing how silly
and ridiculous the obsolete pedal-assist mopeds were, and how a Honda Express would zip by
them on the uphills. You can tell a two-speed by the bulge on the transmission cover. Often the
wall between them leaks, allowing gas to get into the oil and oil to get into the gas. The simplest
fix is to drain the oil tank and block off the supply line. Then use pre-mix gas and oil.
Carburetor: Keihin Tires: front 2-ply 2. Myrons Mopeds has these PC50 items:. Honda Gyro Main
Switch has built-in frame lock for reference not for sale. You are currently browsing the archives
for the Honda Parts category. So you wanna get yours to run? Or perhaps it runs now, but not
as well as you would like? Have funâ€¦ Well, I will assume that the bike doesn't run at this point
and tell you everything you need to do to get it going. First, make sure the petcock works by
disconnecting the hose from the carburetor and sticking the hose in a container. Then turn the
petcock to on and reserve. If gas comes out, then keep moving on. If not, unscrew the petcock
from the gas tank and clean out the filter. The filter will probably get stuck in the tank, so get it

out somehow. If not, get a petcock from another bike. One from Honda is gonna cost a fortune. I
know, I checked. Clean out the bowl. Clean out the passage that the float needle seals off. Clean
out the main jet the thing that sticks out into the carb bowl from the top section with something
long and thin, but hopefully not sharp. I have used a little bit of thin wire, but its not the best
idea. Use a ton of strong carb cleaner on everything except the float itself. Unscrew both
adjustment screws but first screw them in all the way, counting how many turns it took so you
can put them back the same and clean out the screw passages with strong carb cleaner and
such. Maybe soak the whole carb in a bit of cleaner. Look at the little pin on the end of the
throttle cable. Take it out carefully. A C-Clip holds its position on the end of the cable. The clip
can sit in any of the 5 grooves. Put the C-Clip in the middle one. Now put it back together. Pull
apart the air filter holder. The filter is the spongy thing. Just pull it out of there for now if it is.
Otherwise clean it out and soak it in light oil. Then squeeze some of the oil out and stick it back
in the canister. Leave the filter box off for now. Put everything back together and put it back on
the bike. This will need to be changed after the bike is running. Just leave it for now. Remember
where they were before you took the carb apart? I hope so, because you may need to set them
back to where they were if the bike runs poorly. Now look in the oil tank. Is there oil in it? If it's
low, fill it with Honda two stroke injector oil, or something like it. I use the real Honda stuff and
find it leaves far less of a carbon buildup then the cheap stuff at gas stations. Now follow the oil
line down to the oil pump. Is the line full of oil? Can you see air bubbles in it? Check the line
leading out from the injector. Does it have bubbles in it? This sounds harder then it is. There are
other ways, but I just do this and it works fine. Look at the front of the transmission. There
should be a big bolt that holds a plate in place. With a pan beneath the front of the transmission,
remove this bolt. The transmission oil level should be slightly below the opening. If you put a
clean finger into the hole you should feel oil. If you cannot, you need to add more. If the bike
has many miles on it or has come from a questionable source, it is best to drain the
transmission and then fill it with fresh oil. To do so, remove the front nut, then place a pan
beneath the middle of the tranny. Find the one bolt along the bottom and remove it. Oil should
now run from the hole. Leave it sit for some time and tip the bike so that more runs out if
possible before putting the bolt back in. Now use a funnel to pour in roughly 0. Then put the bolt
and plate back in place the plate holds the carb overflow tube. The and express used one type
of battery. The used a different type. Make sure to get the right one for your bike should you
need a new one. Pull out the spark plug. Clean it off. Set the gap to about 0. Now connect the
plug to the plug cable , and rest the very end of the plug on the head of the engine. Try cranking
over the motor a time or two. Is there a nice blueish yellowish spark from the plug? If so keep
going, if not you either have a bad cable, bad coil or bad points. It would be a good idea to put
in a new plug if the one you have is worn or the wrong type. Pull the timing cover off the round
shiny metal cover on the right hand side of the motor with HONDA written on it. Do they look
corroded? Are the surfaces worn and uneven? If so the flywheel needs to come off and the
points need to be replaced. Now that all this has been covered, make sure everything is back
together except the air filter box. If this STILL doesn't work even after trying each method, and
you are on or near a hill, then put the gas cap and air box on, wind up the bike, hold the choke
on, and roll down the hill. Part way down, turn the throttle part way open, pull the back brake
and quickly release it. Do not let it idle. Keep riding like this for about 30 seconds, then turn the
choke off. Turn it out to slow down the idle. Turn it in to speed up the idle. If the bike dies as
soon as or shortly after you release the throttle, then increase the idle. If the wheel turns more
then very slowly when the bike idles, then lower the idle. Turn it in slow amounts and then rev
up the engine for a few seconds, then let it drop back to an idle. If all goes well you now have a
running bike. Turning it in makes the idle mix richer more gas which is better for cold starting
and idling with the engine cold. Turning it in too much though will also cause problems. Turning
it out will result in a leaner mix. This gives a better warm idle and can solve problems of
bogging down when accelerating from a dead stop. If you have access to a timing light, You
should check your timing. There are different kinds of light, but on mine you hook the power
connection to any 12 volt battery keep in mind your bike has a 6 volt battery , then fasten the
sensor around the spark plug cable. After that. Each time the engine fires the light flashes on.
Keep in mind that F stands for Fire and T means Top Dead Center the point at which the piston
as at the very top of its upward travel. If the F mark does not line up closely with the marker, you
will need to set the timing closer. I wont go into detail right now on that. The later bikes even
had a 2 speed transmission. Keep this in mind when ordering parts. If you need a part, be sure it
is for the year of bike you have. If your turn signals fail to blink, make sure ALL the bulbs are
installed and good. One burnt out bulb will prevent them all from working right. If this doesn't fix
it, the flasher under the seat may need to be replaced. The lines from the carb to the automatic
choke and such can crack and leak. If this happens you will have a hard time starting and idling.

They are easy to replace. The transmission cover is held on by bolts instead of screws. Moped
Wiki. Personal tools. Views Read View source View history. Jump to: navigation , search. This
page was last edited on 7 September , at Privacy policy About Moped Wiki Disclaimers. Keihin
carburetors are used on almost all Honda motorcycles or copies of Hondas. In addition to
carburetors, Keihin supplies the automotive industry with engine, transmission and climate
control products, including intake manifold assemblies, HVAC assemblies, compressors,
valves, solenoids and electronic control units. Keihin first began U. Counting all U. Keihin
motorcycle carburetors are labeled with a cast-in model ID prefix followed by several numbers
and letters that specify the carburetor version for that application. Flange mount: The Keihin PA
family of carburetors are flange mount. Flange mount carbs have a diamond shape mounting
flange with bolts on either side of the main air hole. The bolt holes can have different spacing.
Carburetor replacement: When replacing a carburetor the new carb must have the same bolt
hole spacing. There is a way to get around this by making the bolt holes into slots. With slotted
mount holes the flange mount carb is not automatically centered, so it has to be manually
positioned in the center as the mount bolts are tightened. That is how the top carb is listed and
illustrated. Starting in , many Honda parts were only sold in sets. That is how the bottom carb is
listed and illustrated. Parts for the top carb that are the same as the bottom, are only listed in
the bottom carb parts. Bore The valves were operated by a cam in the head, driven by a cam
chain. The valves were operated by pushrods from a cam down in the case. The intake o-ring 2
x 18 22 OD groove was on the intake pipe, rather than the carburetor flange like all future ones.
So the carburetor parts are the same also, with some exceptions. The push-in jet size, venturi
size and intake flange o-ring are the only difference. Here is the cmsnl. It is the main source of
the information below. So the jet, jet pad, jet o-ring, and float bowl are different. Flange Mount:
32 mm hole spacing, 2 x 18 22 od o-ring 00A, 01A. The Indian had three different carburetors,
Tillotson some , Keihin some , most , Mikuni some , all Only the Keihin parts are listed here.
Choke plate: These three carbs have a lever choke that swings a plate to block air flow. There is
no enrichment fuel path or jet. So the float bowl has no choke jet. The other baby Keihins with
cable or vacuum operated choke do have a choke jets in their float bowls. The choke
enrichment fuel passes up through the sealed off corner of the bowl gasket. So if the float bowl
is changed the drain screw must also be changed. These press out with taps from a hammer
and punch from above. At first the punch tip needs to be bigger than the 4 mm tube end. Once
the tube end gets below the floor a smaller 3. It has to enter the 4 mm hole and contact the idle
tube around the edge. It is a pinhole 0. The idle tube is a press fit in the carb body. Some can be
pulled out with just a pliers. Some might be tighter and require a drill bit be placed inside the
tube to prevent crushing from the tighter pliers grip. This tube was never intended to be
replaced and is not sold or included in any common carb kit. The center tunnel is main air and
the side tunnel is idle air. The small amount of air sucked in through the main air tunnel passes
through tiny holes in the emulsion tube and becomes thousands of microscopic air bubbles in
the liquid gasoline that is being drawn upward. The tiny amount of air sucked in through the idle
air tunnel passes around the idle air adjustment screw cone shape tip and goes to the vertical
idle passage just above the idle jet. The idle air tunnel is the size of a regular paper clip 0. A
straightened paper clip cleans it perfectly. It was made in Belgium by Honda Benelux, so it had
a mix of Japanese and European design and componentry. In US models, 20 mph versions were
red. This Keihin BB type carburetor is not like any other moped carburetor. It looks more like a
Honda generator carburetor. It is a very flat design. It has to be special because it swings up
and down with the engine, and is very close to the frame at the place where you step through.
Remove the floorboards and side covers. Unplug the ignition wires from the coil at the right
rear. Pull them through and move them out of the way. Disconnect the decompression cable
and the spark plug cap. Loosen the wiring clamps so there is slack in the wires. Remove the
lower rear shock bolts and the swing arm pivot bolt above the engine. Then the whole
sub-frame can be moved away from the main frame, either by lifting the back of the bike up, or
by swinging it around sideways. Note that the float bowl can go on two different ways. The
wrong way assembles normally, but causes the vertical brass overflow tube to contact the float.
Honda designed all of the cleaning ports, drain screws, and adjustment screws to face the right
side of the bike, which is the upper left in the exploded view. The drain hose spigot on the float
bowl faces the same way as the adjustment screws. The other way to tell is by shaking the
carburetor. If you can hear the float rattling inside then the float is not stuck so the float bowl is
on correctly. While every other moped carburetor is a sliding throttle valve type, this one is a
swinging plate throttle valve. The reason is to be flatter, to get more clearance from the bottom
of the frame. The manual choke is also a swinging plate, with an automatic release. Some
servicing can be done with the carburetor installed. It is easy to clean the idle passages and jet
by spraying a one second long burst of carb spray into the idle mixture screw hole, followed by

compressed air. The running engine is allowed to consume the flammable solvent before the
next burst is sprayed in, to prevent the engine from getting flooded. Cable-choke: The choke
cable passes through the carb top along with the throttle cable. Flange Mount: 38 mm hole
spacing. Cable choke: This carburetor has a throttle cable and a choke cable coming straight up
and looping around. It has no vent hoses, vacuum hoses, or oil lines going into it. The oil
injection goes into the intake manifold. The float reservoir vent is just a small tube slanting
downward. As with most Honda carburetors, fuel is never allowed to spill onto the engine or
anything else. Instead an overflow tube inside the float chamber allows any overflow fuel to flow
out and down the drain hose and onto the ground below the engine. Regardless of the year, or
the VIN number, they could have either version. So the customer had to look at the model
number stamped into the carburetor, and tell the Honda dealer that number, to get certain parts
correct. The and later models had the oil injection hose going into the carburetor at the throttle
slide area. There must have been some benefit, like maybe throttle slide lubrication. The jet
cannot be removed, and cannot be replaced. It is 0. On a PA08BA the main jet presses or slides
in and out, and is supported by a rubber disk. If the disk is missing, the jet can slide downward,
allowing fuel to get past the jet o-ring, causing a rich fuel mixture. That tube, about 1. Nothing
but a very thin 0. See below about jet drills and cleaning tiny jets. Ultrasonic parts cleaners,
carb spray, carb dip, and compressed air are not usually effective. Another way to clean out the
idle jet is to 1 place a drill bit that fills the hole so it does not get crushed , 2 clamp it with a
small vise grips, 3 rotate back and forth while pulling, 4 when it comes out, the actual hole is
easy to see and clean, 5 press it back in the same way it came out. Strong solvent is needed to
dissolve varnish or tar residue left from years of sitting. Carburetor spray, parts dip, or acetone
all help clean out the tar, sometimes with a lot of scraping, brushing or rubbing. Always
remember to remove all rubber things first, to not let the rubber touch the solvent. Strong
solvents will swell soft rubber, deforming it. Never soak the whole carburetor in strong solvent.
In this way, Shaun at Royal Cyclery and later at Myrons Mopeds has successfully cleaned out
over Honda Express carburetors, without ever replacing any of the rubber gaskets. Part of the
reason was they were only sold at Honda dealers, but nonetheless, they are not needed in a
normal service or clean-out. It is identical to a PA08B-B. It has the same white float, non-stirrup
float needle, fixed jet, 18mm top threads, and same gaskets. The idle mixture screw type is
unknown. No photo available. Vacuum-operated automatic choke: These carburetors features a
screw-in main jet, and a built-in vacuum-operated not electric automatic choke. When the
temperature switch on the head is cold, it allows the engine vacuum to raise the choke plunger
up, which opens a new fuel passage, to enrich the mixture during cold starting. As the engine
warms up, it closes the vacuum, allowing the thin spring to pull it back down, for normal
running. The automatic choke device itself is not replaceable. The vacuum source hose has a
check ball valve that only allows air flow into the carburetor venturi, and not back out. It needs
this even though there is reed valve, because there is still some residual reverse flow caused by
the forward and reverse motion of the piston. The vacuum choke that came out in did not last
long. They both have 38 mm flange hole spacing, 75 screw-in jet, 20 mm intake o-ring and the
non-stirrup type B float needle. The only difference is the top cable curved pipe. Intake studs:
After these carbs had studs instead of threaded holes in the mounting flange, except for
PA25A-A. PA13B-B studs are spaced 38 mm, with a intake o-ring 20 mm. The only noticeable
difference is the absence of studs. Here left is state, right is Iowa. Polish it with a spinning Q-tip
and polish , such as Turtle Wax. Choke jet: On all of these NCtype carbs, both shallow and
deep-float-bowl versions, there is a choke jet, pressed into a corner of the float bowl. When it
gets clogged the engine will only start easily when it is warm. Verify all jets and fuel or air
passageways are open, using wires and or visually with carb spray wear goggles. The loop
design adds friction, but it makes a good clean step-thru frame without any cables or wires
hanging out. You can tell the difference between a carb with an idle air mixture screw, and a
carb with an idle fuel mixture screw, by the shape of the casting at the top of the float chamber.
They have electric start so there is 12 volt battery power to operate an automatic electric choke.
They also have a gas gauge and an automatic vacuum petcock on the gas tank. They had a CVT
variator that continuously changes the belt drive pulley size ratio, for very quick acceleration.
The actual gasket has an additional loop, for a vent and overflow. Only if the float overflowed
then some of the overflow would leak onto the carb instead of through the overflow hose and
onto the ground. See above. Main Jet: The main jet is a screw-in, recessed-type, M Pilot Jet: The
idle jet is not replaceable. It is inside the upper end of the brass tube, pressed into the main
body, on the engine side of the main jet. Float Seat: This carb does not have a replaceable float
needle valve seat. The seat is part of the main body, and must be cleaned and polished with a
spinning Q-tip. Float: non-stirrup type white plastic see Flange Mount: The flange mount holes
on the Spree carburetor are spaced 35mm, center-to-center. Flange Mount: 32mm hole spacing,

2 x 18 22 od o-ring. Main Jet: This carb has a screw-in main jet Pilot Jet: It also has a screw-in
idle pilot jet Float Seat: It also has a screw-in float needle seat, replaceable. Float: no-stirrup
metal-tip needle valve, metal swinging float. Flange Mount: 32mm hole spacing, no o-ring
groove on carburetor. Instead the o-ring groove is on the intake manifold. Since the 2 x 18 22 od
intake o-ring is not part of the carburetor, it is not in the Honda gasket set , or the multi-app set
Float Seat early: The carburetor had a screw-in float needle seat, that was replaceable, like in
the illustration. Float Seat late: The carburetor did not have a replaceable float needle valve
seat. Float: no-stirrup metal-tip needle valve, swinging float Left to right: drain screw, needle jet
emulsion tube , idle air screw, idle speed screw, float needle. Flange Mount: 38 mm hole
spacing Carb Kit: Beware of low-cost carburetor kits. You can see it seems big in the photo. The
throttle jet needle was D thin instead of D thick. For some reason in Honda wanted to make their
jets tamper-proof. After the jet was a screw-in, thankfully, like in the illustration. Float: no-stirrup
type white plastic , needle valve The carburetor remained mostly the same. An idle air screw
blocks an air tunnel, so tighter is less air richer. An idle fuel screw blocks off a fuel tunnel. So
tighter is less fuel leaner. Flange Mount: 32mm hole spacing, thicker with square corners.
Chinese re-makes of this carburetor are common on the internet, at incredibly low prices. Try to
re-use the original Keihin. Service : Here is a good article about how to remove and clean the
non-replaceable idle pilot jet. Most other float needles are bigger than these, but look the same
in photos. Valve seats: The seat is the hole that the needle tip seals against. Most motorcycle
carburetors have replaceable float valve seats that screw in or push in. The seat is normally
replaced with the needle. With these the seat must be cleaned, polished and inspected. It must
be perfectly circular with no nicks or scratches on the edge of the hole, where it seals against
the rubber cone tip of the needle. The walls of the tunnel must be clean, smooth and shiny or
the float might stick open a little and cause an overflow leak. Beware of low cost float needles
valves. These have to be made precisely the same as originals in order to function properly. In
the photo, the left one is a generic low-cost replica, made incorrectly. The stirrup wire is bent
and the needle is longer. The right and middle are Honda originals or KL-made replicas for
comparison, made correctly. Chamber families , A, , GK8. Here the chamber sets from above are
all listed together, along with the carbs and bikes they go on. A chamber set includes the float
bowl, float gasket, drain screw, and drain screw o-ring. As a courtesy, here are the links to CMS
in Netherlands where you can view their image and see their price and availability. The push-in
main jet was supported by a pill size rubber pad. The jet pad was held by a circular wall in the
bottom of the float bowl. You can see that in the image on the right. The second bowl is for a jet
pad, but the first bowl is not. Carbs with air valve choke plates do not have a choke jet first in
the image. Many share the same gaskets, but have maybe one or two things different. To reduce
the number of different gasket sets, Honda combines several sets into one multi-set. These are
in separate packages labeled A or B. Consolidated Motor Spares B. They have parts schematic
illustrations for every Honda model worldwide, and photos of every part on every Honda, and
not just motorcycles. And not just Honda, but also Kawasaki, Suzuki, and Yamaha. This entry
was posted on Saturday, January 3rd, at am and is filed under Keihin , Media. You can follow
any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. Both comments and pings are currently closed.
Float needles Float bowls Gaskets and o-rings Flange holes 42, 38, 32 mm. P50 carb service.
Honda P50 carburetors. PC50 ohc engine. PC50K1 ohv eng. Keihin MOA parts. PA50 carb
removal. Honda Express carburetor versions. Keihin PA15 idle fuel mixture screw. A to has two
cables, a throttle and a choke cable coming straight up from the carburetor. A has just a throttle
cable coming straight up, but also a vacuum hose for the choke and a float vent hose. A to has
a black plastic curved elbow on top, that redirects the throttle cable forward and down, a
vacuum hose for the choke, and a vent hose. A also has a different frame, a low headlight, and a
two speed transmission. Keihin Z Keihin A, A. Looking for an Urban Express carb solution, click
here. These are not original stock carburetors for the Honda Express but they might as well be. I
can sell it on my website cheaper than on eBay because we both avoid eBay fees. This
carburetor bolts directly on to your stock Honda Express intake. The key measurement is 38mm
from center of bolt hole to center of bolt hole on the intake. In the top picture, I have it working
on a NC50 auto choke. In the bottom picture, I have it working on a NC50 manual choke. It will
work on manual and auto choke Honda Express bikes. If you have a manual choke carburetor,
then you will no longer need the manual choke lever on the handlebars as this carburetor has a
lever choke on the side. You may be able to connect your current choke cable to the carburetor
but I have never tried. Arrived fast! Great seller!! Otherwise, you can purchase a 28mm air filter
for this. If your oil injector lines connect to the base of the intake then you can keep your oil
injection system. If your oil injector line connect to the carburetor, then you would have to
change out your intake to keep your oil injection system as this carburetor does not have an oil
inlet. Or you can try to get really crafty and run a fuel T or Y between the oil injector line and the

fuel line but that may affect your ratio. I would just premix and be done with it. You will notice
that starting greatly improves with this carburetor when compared with the old carb. Honda
does not make the original stock carb anymore so you cannot get a new stock carb.
Acceleration and top speed are pretty much the same after installing this carb. In fact, top speed
may be mph faster. You will also be able to run a longer fuel line between the petcock and the
carb which, in turn, will permit you to easily add a fuel filter between the tank and carb. A fuel
filter is a necessity especially given the age of the fuel tanks on these bikes. Add a paper
element filter to help eliminate rust from getting into the carb and engine from the gas tank. I did
not have to adjust my throttle cable at all when I installed this. This carb only works on the NC50
and NA You can
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open this in a new window or magnify it to see it more clearly. After the bike fully warms up,
you want to adjust this to where the rear wheel spins very slowly when the bike is on the center
stand. Turning to the left leans it out. After it starts, hold it up for several seconds and then
gradually let it down. You may want to hold it at the mid-choke position as you work your way
down. You will have to run premix with this carburetor; however, if your oil injector line attaches
to the bottom of your intake, you can keep the oil injection system with this carburetor. Another
trick is that the choke lever can get in the way of the air filter so you have to find one that will
allow clearance for the lever. If your bike runs too rich and four strokes at full throttle too much,
you can install a less restrictive filter or change the main jet to a smaller one. I did remove the
cable that controls the oil injector. Honda Express NC50 Carburetor diagram. Iconic One Theme
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